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foreword 1 

S all of you know. Elsevier Science is 
implementing a new organizational struc- 
ture. We are moving from a geographic to 

ion. This fundamental organizational 
I for our continued success, because 
is truly a global business. Our com- 
ientific information is important for 
instance, a breakthrough in disease 

tment or mathematics is of interest to medical 
cialists and mathematicians around the globe. 

ith this new organization we will have global 
hing departments within Elsevier Science dedi- 
to understanding the trends and maior new 

ents in each of the scientific disciplines 
ish, and then maintaining existing jour- 
ring new publications that reflect the 
ch discipline we serve. Some of the 

ns are Logistics and Transportation 
, European Iournal of Cardio-thoracic Surgery, 

nd Transplantation Proceedings which is featured in the p Bulletin Board of this issue of ES World. 

As announced, the new Elsevier Science global 
publishing program will include departments dedicat- 
ed to our scientific digciplines. We will maintain and 
develop global primary, secondary, and tertiary infor- 
mation in print and electronic media in each of these : 

disciplines with our new global organization. 

In addition this new organization will permit us to 
gular, world class, critical publishing sup- 

ivities. These include marketing and sales, ful- 
p d  distribution, editorial and product delivery 

and production. We believe one global 
ting and sales department dedicated to all our 

als and all our customers will be more effective 
n often overlapping departments, each marketing 

part of our product line to part of the world. Similarly, 
global, integrated departments dedicated to produc- 

tion, fulfilment and 
distribution, and technology 
will be more responsive to pub- 
lishing needs than multiple 
departments dedicated to each 
of these business functions. 

And finally our customers 
will benefit from this new struc- 
ture. An excellent example is 
the new central fulfilment capa- 
bility featured here in the Cover 
Story of this ES World issue. 
This capability permits our cus- 
tomers to call a single, local 
phone number to buy or order 
information about any Elsevier 
Science product. 

None of us like the uncer- 
tainty associated with change. And there is no doubt 
this new organization is a fundamentally different way 
for us to manage and grow our business. However, this 
uncertainty will diminish as we define and implement 
the important details in this new structure. As all of us 
better understand our new roles in this new structure, 
we will certainly feel more comfortable with the 
changes taking place. 

Russell C. White 



Pharmaceutical 
Approvals Monthly 

Reports, Inc.'s newest publ~cat~on Pharmaceutical 
Approvals Monthly (PAM) provides in-depth coverage of 

the U.S. drug approval process, focusing on recently approved medicines and 
drugs undergoing the final stages of review by the Food 81 Drug 

The editorial content centers around FDA's monthly listings of approved 
S products, including New Drug Applications, supplemental filings (new indica- 

b tions), and generic drugs (also called Abbreviated New Drug Applications). In 
I: addition, each issue of P h a ~ ~ ~ e u t i c a l  approvals Monthly includes an updat- 

, . ed list of drugs nearing final approval at the FUA, including those which the 
agency has deemed "approvable" or which have received recommendations 

" for approval from FDA advisory committees. 
PAM also features in-depth articles an important new agents, tracing 

. ' their clinical development and review by the FDA. These articles are drawn 
S from an array of unpublished FDA documents as well as from a comprehen- 
. sive h i e w  of clinical study literature. An ikhouse staff of four writers draws 
. from study findings from major journals. FD-C is using other Elsevier 

PAM has grown rapidly, 

sees opportunities for buiSding the Monthly's circulation in the important 
deu of pharmaceutkal buyen and decision-makers within managed 

h ~ ~ h . f d c r . c o m .  H 
: 'rnAChron. MK~PO- ,  ~nc. 

The PAM Editorial staff outside the F-D-C Reports office building (I-r): 
Janet Coleman, Carol Nicholson, Christine Lee, Melissa Carlson, and 
Betsy Goodfellow 

Mutation ~esearch Forum 

Chemistry Award 
Last June ESL senior publishing 
editor. Dr. Helen McPherson, 
presented The Royal Society of 
Chemistry Awanls for Theoretical 
and Computational Chemistry 
sponsored by Elsevler to Professor 
M. Robb of King's College. London. 
Professor Robb is distinguished for 
hls development of novel 
computational methods in quantum 
mechanics, the application of these 
methods to problems in photophysics, and to the elucidation of the 
mechanism of organic photo chemical reactions 



Last May a launch party for Medical Update for Psychiatrists was 
held at ESl3 New York City office and attended by Elsevier staff as 
well as several members of the journal3 editorial boad ( I-r): Nada 
L. Stotland, MD; Andmw I. Cutler. MD; lames Scully. MD; Donna 
Notris, MD; and Albert Gaw, MD 

M edical Update for Psychiatrists is a new bi-monthly peer-reviewed jour- 
nal that is the first to provide the latest updates on the diagnosis and 

treatment of non-psychiatric disorders for psychiatrists. 
Like all physicians today, psychiatrists face a major challenge in maintain- 

ing and enhancing their specialized knowledge and skills while trying to keep 
abreast of the latest developments in other specialities which affect their 
patients. Many psychiatric patients suffer from CO-existing general medical 
symptoms and diseases. And as the health care environment rapidly changes, 
psychiatrists are being called upon, more than ever before, to broaden their 
knowledge of medical advances that impact their clinical decisions. 

At the editorial helm is editor-in-chief, Nada L. Stotland, MD (Chicago, IL), 
and a distinguished Editorial Board, plus specialists serving as Section Editors 

l 
to ensure the most accurate and up-to-date coverage on emerging advances 
in each field. 

"Psychiatrists are the only mental health care providers who are medical 
doctors." ex~lains Dr. ftotland, 

2. .  

Glen Cclmpb.11, ESI associate 
publisher, baked a cake to 
celebrate the journal3 launch 

bullet in board 

There Once Were Four 
American Journals. .. 

American 
Journal 

Cardiology 

A fter a long journey the so-called Four American 
Journals have finally settled at Elsevier Science Inc. 

New York. They are referred to as the "AJs" (three of 
which have "American Journal" in their title); The 
American Journal o f  Cardiologg The American Journal 01 
Medicine, The American Journal of Surgery, and the foul 
is called Urology. --~ - a -.."... S 

-h--* - .~~ ....- . - 
Associated formerly with Cahners Publishing Company r- :- 3 =- - - ..:, .-; 

in New York, they moved to Excerpta Medica, Inc. in -.- . 
Belle Mead, New Jersey after the Reed Elsevier merger 
in 1993. Last March when the four AJs were left behind 
in the Excerpta Medica office after some products were 
sold, the four AJs made their final company move to ESI 
in New York. It was recognized by the General 
Management Team that these four AJs had clear simi- 
larities to other ESI products and decided to add them 
to ESl's product list. "It is about time they made their 
way here," reveals Paul Weislogel, ES publishing direc- 
tor of Clinical Medicine. "It is logical because they are 
similar in subject matter, product type, in almost every 
way." In fact, these products were so similar to ESl's 
products that ESI tried to buy them before Elsevier and 
Reed merged. "We saw them as logically belonging to our 
clinical medical list here in New York." 

The four journals have been characterized as "bona 
fide paid subscription and widely read science journals." 
Altogether the four AJs have circulation levels which 
resemble the circulation levels typical of larger ESI journals, 
but what they resemble most are the society journals pub- 
lished at ESI. 

The AJs have unique features which are a bit more 
complex than the typical ES journal; namely, their adver- 
tising component and large circulations. The circulation 
management is different because these journals were 
inherited with pricing and circulation standards. For 
example, they have multiple year subscriptions and 
lower prices. "Large circulation publications by definition 
means individual subscribers," explains Weisloget, "indi- * 

v~dual subscribers means low prices and advertising, at 
least in a medical market." 

The 

All of the four AJs have a significant amount of 
advertising in thew display pages and in addition to that 
each journal publishes supplements sponsored by phar- S*. 

maceut~cal compan~es which pull in extra revenue. These supplemc..,, .....-.. 
are attached to all four AJs at a whenever-ready basis, are an extra benefit to 
subscribers, because they are not directly included in the subscription price. The 
total pages of these supplements are unpredictable and unknown in advance, 
and therefore, the pricing of a subscription has nothing to do with whether a 
supplement is published. Once the supplement is approved, the specific phar- 
maceutical company has a guarantee that the issue where it appears will be 
peer-reviewed, published in a journal with a good reputation, and distributed to 
the entire circulation of the journal. 

The three AJs with the "AJ" in their titles are initially being kept as a sepa- 
rate entity within ESI and will continue to be printed under the Excerpta Medica 
imprint. Urology, however, is now published in the Biomedical Department 
under the management of ESI publisher Joan Parker. Direct responsibility for 
Urology is in the hands of associate publisher, Glen Campbell. W 

ESW~urn*96  S 
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0 n 19 July 1996 the flags were waving as ESlL celebrated their 20th 
anniversary. A birthday banner was attached to the outside of the build- 

ing and inside, the offices were decorated with bunting and balloons! 
ESlL was founded on 19 July 1976 by Otto ter Haar, former Elsevier 

Science chairman. It started as a small operation with five staff members and 
a programme of 12 journals from the Biomedical Division in Amsterdam. At 
the time of ESlL's 10th anniversary, the company had 26 employees with a 
programme of 24 journals. Now at 20 years old, ESlL is running 96 journals 
with a total staff of 48 people. 

At 11 :00 o'clock all staff gathered in the canteen to start the official cele- 
bration with coffee, tea, cake, and kind words. The managlng director Karel 
Leeflang thanked everyone for their commitment and flexibility over the last 
20 years. Karel especially thanked Annette Moloney and Agnes Fitzgerald 
and presented them each with a bouquet of flowers and a special brooch on 
the occasion of their 20th anniversary with the company. 

Derek Tuite commemorated the fact that Karel Leeflang was celebrating 
his 10th anniversary with Elsevier and handed over a real lrish hurling stick as 
Karel has taken a keen interest in the old lrish game of hurling since he 

Editora Campus 

E ditora Campus Ltda., the Elsevier 
Science office in Rio de 'Janeiro, 1 

Brazil, celebrated its 20th anniversary 
publicly on 14 August 1996 when it 
hosted a grand party during the Sao 
Paulo International Book Fair. It was held 
in the Museum of Imagine and Sound 
from 8PM in the evening and lasted till 1 
the wee hours of the morning. In other 
words, it was a successful gathering and 
celebrated Editora Campus's 20 years of 
quality publishing. 

Founded in 1976, Editora Campus _- 

American markets, Editora Campus also 
represents Elsevier Science around the 

RSO office for Latin America. 

I 
has become a leading professional pub- krlgrcyd, d.rlgmd by ~ayga 
lisher in the Portuguese language market. fiorgdw, C.- 
Located in Brazil, one of the largest Latin b l e Y  

entire continent from Argentina to Mexico. Its portfolio includes over 1200 
titles of books, journals, and other publications. Also, Editora Campus is the 

Hosted by the managers and editors from Editora Campus, the two hun- 
dred guests invited to the birthday celebration were a mixture of various 
personalities from the Brazilian publishing community including famous 
Brazilian authors, colleagues of Editqa Campus, librarians, clients of Elsevier 
Science, and the media. "It was a good turnout, quite joyous, and everyone 
had a lot of fun," explains Campus managing director Claudio Rothmuller. "It 
was a huge social event in the publishing community of Brazil." 

Clients that were present received a beautiful serigraph, an original silk- 
screen color print, created by famous author and artist, Fayga Ostrower. 
Editora Campus had commissioned Mr. Ostrower to des~gn something for the 
occasion. It is called "20 Years Campus." 

All 53 members of the Campus staff will also receive the same serigraph, 
.and plan to celebrate Campus's 20th birthday together at their own intimate 
gathering in November. 

nected to a computbr frame, which is now featured on our stationery. For 
the occasion the company had organised a hand printed ESlL T-shirt with the 
anniversary logo on it for each staff member. 

Later that day a barbecue and various sporting events were held for staff 
and family. This turned out to be a great success, even the weather gods 
were on our side. It was one of the hottest days of the year. The evening 
ended with music and dance to the sound of The Shannon Jazz Men and 
several staff members gave an excellent performance singing lrish songs. The 
general feeling was that the day was a big success and the craic (fun) was 
mighty! 

Last September a more formal celebration of ESlL's birthday was 
organized at the Dromoland Castle. Some of the West of Ireland's public offi- 
cials were present. It was a successful event and widely reported by both 

Editora C a m  nmnaging dirwtor Claudio Rothmuller sumnded by national and local newspapers. 
Kenneth Buchholtz, ESlL some clients during (h.ir 20th anniversary celebration at the Museum 

of Imagine and Sound in Sao Paulo, Brazil on 14 August 1996 
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COMPETITION 
Cancer Ride Comes to a 

I I Roaring Finish - 
l I n the October 1995 issue of ES World we 

featured "Women Ridlnq for Research," a 
I Bulletin Board item about-ESI'S Lauren Levey 

who would participate in a cancer fund-ras- 
ing motorcycle relay around the United 
States during the summer of 1996. The so- 
called Pony Express Tour, also declared as 
"Women Riding for Research," was orga- 
nized by the 'embers of the women's 
Motorcyclist Foundation. 
This nationwide relay wlth a total of 126 
legs was off to a kick-start at the end 
of June 1996 in Saint Joseph, Missourl 
- the home of the flrst Pony Expres 

I The Pony Express Tour wound ~ts way 
south to Houston, Texas and then up 
the eastern seaboard to Maine, 
across the northern border of tht 
United States, down the West 
Coast, and inland to Dallas where 
the tour ended last August. 

(I-r) Hakem Sukiman, Roger Dunn, Felix Rapaporf and Dave Dionne a Lauren was the principal rider in 
the Elsevier Science booth in BarreIona during the XVlth World her team (the principal rider of a 
Congress of the 7kansplantation Society last August (The Congress team is the person who raised over $1 000 in 
papers generated a 2000 copy double issue that ESI will publish .>L pledges, the associate riders must rase at least $250), and had rased 
Febmaw 19971 $1400. the bulk of which was donated from Elsevier Science Inc. 

Lauren and her seven associate team members rode their leg of the 
race last summer on a rainv Julv 15th. Donned in vellow rainwear from ' -3. . - -akt she fieki of d to toe, they finished a 47-mile stretch from Greenwich to Danbury, C~W* in about an hour. "The rain didn't matter because we rode 

bieautiful Connecticut countryside," expressed Lauren, "and it 
&reat f~~!~~A~o,beJ ,c ,o~nected  to a group of people making a large 

over 500 people participating and has 
and apparently the money is still trickling 

I 
Lauren receiving the 
bronze medallion, 
depicting an Amazon 
warrior aiming an a m w  
at an unseen cure, from 
the Pony Express Tour 
Support lbam that travels 
with each leg of the 
journey. This medallion 
was passed on to the 
principal rider for each 
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In accordance with 

globallzation plans, 

has organized its 

Central Fulfilment 

Department (CF) in 

Kidlington, Oxford, the 

City of Dreaming Spire 

Since the 29th of July, 

the official "go#live" date, the books 0 ver a year ago Elsevier 
Science set its sights 
on strengthening and 

and journals sections of the CF improving its infrastructure to 

"the basis of our business." All def- , 
initions fit accurately. Where the 
RSOs are on the front lines dealing 
with the customers, Central 
Fulfilment handles the order fulfil- 
ment, order processing, and prod- . 
uct maintenance activities for ES 
products. CF is a central process- 
ing facility which also drives distri- 
bution. 

- 
compete in the future publishing 
environment. The main goal, to 

system have been up and running. become a truly global publishing 
operation, meant that ES needed 
to be closer to its markets 

ES World takes a look at some of the the and pro- 
v~de one-stop shopping to its cus- 
tomers This main goal led ES to 
establish four Regional Sales issues surrounding its development Offices in its major market areas 
and to centralize the fulfilment 
function in one location, 

and creation, the people involved, Kidlington. 
Fulfilment C Distribution 

(FCD) is a very large and complex 

the "hiccups," and where it's going project fundamental to Elsevier 
Science Some have called the 
Central Fulfilment "a key back 

from here office administrative tool,' others 

However, this department 
should be considered as part of an 
integrated whole. Former ESL 
managing director, Mike Boswood, 
who chaired the Fulfilment and 
Distribution Steering Committee 
from early on explained, "For a 
story on Central Fulfilment, you 
should call it the RSOiFCDIFinance 
story. That is really what it is. 
Central Fulfilment is not a single 
function, it's three functions. It's 
the interaction between them." 



Setting the Scene 
In order to accomplish such a 
global transition, a change of per- 
spective needed to take place. No 

" longer could fulfilment and distrib- 
ution be viewed as five separate 
units in five geographic areas. Nor 
could Kidlington m&ely use exist- 
ing systems to manage the entire 
ES portfolio. Rather, as Brian 
Smith, general manager for the 
Fulfilment Center, explains. "We 
were not just developing new sys- 
tems (for coping with the expand- 
ed portfolio), but we were develop- 
ing a completely new organization 
as well." 

The form developed for CF is 
the result of extensive collabora- 
tion,by,Elsevier employees from all 
locatidris and levels. This collabo- 
ration involved reaching a joint 
understanding across the group of 
what was important for the central- 
ized FED system, "a kind of shared 
realization or shared 
prioritization," explains CF director, 
Tim  evenp port.' "Certain locations 
have in the past attached greater 
or lesser significance to certain 
parts of the process for all kinds of 
good historical reasons." Thus, 
special attention has been paid to 

of procedures and 
litatinginteraction between 

ilscllviduals. Credit goes to the 
dedication of the FCD project team 
b r  keeping the lines of communi- 

$ation open, exchanging ideas and 
1- fertilization," or utilizing 
;atpertise from the former FED 
idewwtments to build a stronger, 

' 

bre gklly-responsive CF oper- 
ation. 

Since its inception in July 1995, 

t project team h& looked exten- 
vely at numerous anas: finandal 

imvimnmept, business migration, 
ciwnmunication~, docbumrnt stor- 
rqe C retrieval, operrtlewrs, new 
systems, reports and intehms, 
d d w s  deduplication, aystems 
Integration, and warehousing C 
distribution. 

Four noteworthy challenges 
were presented by the reorganizs- 
tlon. The first required a shift of 
customer focus from local to glob- 
al. "I'think the big dltference for me 
is that Kidlington had to start 

. , 

thinking more internationally," contact all three locations in the ful aspects to having a centralized 
says Smith of Kidlington's role. correct time zone, order each title system at hand. Subscription 
The old fulfilment departments separately and pay in three differ- renewal notices can be generated 
usually dealt directly with the cus- ent currencies. Theoretically, as automatically for products from all 
tomer in their area. Now central- there were five FED offices, one at locations. With the system's ability 
ized, the new department will be each of the former operating com- to capture demographic informa- 
dealing with internal customers: panies, a customer could have tion and client history, sales of 
the RSOs. called up to five different places to existing products can be 

The second challenge was inte- order ES's products! approached from a different angle 
grating differing business and cul- Now, a customer can contact - based on product type across ES 
tural practices from the old fulfil- the RSO/Americas in New York and rather than by operating company. 
ment departments into a order all titles at once. In turn, the It is also useful for providing 
standardized formula that would RSO then contacts CF in demographic information for jour- 
serve all the RSOs equally well. Kidlington with the order. CF then nals which depend on advertising 
This entailed discarding "inherited" kicks into action, generating the revenue for profits. 
customs yet leaving intact those invoice for the order in one of two The systems and procedures 
items from each office which best currencies, US dollars or Dutch have also been designed in a way 
served global markets. guilders (actually in dollars for our to allow flexibility to benefit the 

The third challenge involved Canadian example), producing customer. For instance, if a 
developing sys- 

handle the nuts directly into the CF system. . 

process, securing 
equipment.and The first  required uponunpaid 
providibg special- 
ized training. It 

filment system, 
the "interim sys- 
tem," based upon the best feat 
of the different Vista-based 
systems at the former FED CF can also track any pertinent 
locations. Pieces were borrowed customer information for later use 
from Amsterdam's books system by the RSO, marketing, or the 
and New York's journals syste 
they were the most sophisti 

port staff had to be available on- customer he may need to kn 
line to all RSOs during thei 
ating hours - regardless of local the on-line central fulfil 

business day while it is still 
Kidlington's night. 

From Old to New 
Prior to reorganization, each 
Elsevier location handled FED for 
its own titles. Thus, if acustomer 
in Western Canada wanted to pur- 
chase a Shannon-based journal, a 
book from q m ' a n d  a 
reprint .from Lebnne's 
the customer would have to 
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larly for those people for whom it 
was not possible to find a place 
within the new structure," he 
reveals. 

Many of the uprooted employ- 
ees from the four locations were 
integrated back into ES, either in 
the new RSOs, the Kidlington- 
based CF organization or other 
positions. Many efforts were made 
to relocate others within the com- 
pany or offer early retirement 
where local laws permitted, but it 
didn't always go smoothly. While 
there were often other ES jobs 
available, many times they were 
not at levels where individuals 
were already working. Thus, there 
are some former FGD employees 
who have needed to find other 
options, in most cases, jobs out- 
side the company. 

On the positive side, 30 new 
jobs were created in Kidlington. 
These jobs were either filled by 
Kidlington-based employees, ES 
employees from other locations, or 
people from outside the company 
if there were insufficient internal 
candidates. 

After a flood of mixed reac- 
tions to centralization, the waters 
are beginning to subside. One 
reason for that is 

the 
involve- 
ment of 
many 

departments across Elsevier's 
operating companies. There has 
been emphasis on issues which 
add value to centralization and a 
strong effort at communicating 
across cultural and linguistic barri- 
ers, creating trust and understand- 
ing among the various players. 

One of the major tests of the 
relationships between 
departments occurred back in 
March when the books system 
went live. Speaking of the 
RSO/Europe reaction from 
Amsterdam, Maarten Goudsmit, 
assistant director RSO/Europe and 
FGD project team member, said, "it 
showed that we needed to estab- 
lish a better relationship between 
customer support here and Central 
Fulfilment." One of the ways that 
was accomplished was by shuttling 
people between the Amsterdam 
and Kidlington offices so that they 
could develop good working rela- 
tionships with their counterparts, 
working together to solve 
problems that inevitably occur 
when implementing a new organi- 
zation or system. 

More than 65 people have 
taken part in the FGD project in 
various functions either as part of 
committees or teams or informa- 
tional sources as users. Many for- 
mer FGD people from the old sys- 
tem have been invaluable in this 
process. For example. Barry 
Glassberg, RSO help desk manager 
and former ESI fulfilment manager, 
has worked in several of the FGD 
project teams and sub-committees 
dealing with various complex 
issues such as conversion, renewal 
and invoice forms, de-duplication 
of addresses, and various testings. 
He has spent months like so many 
others going back and forth over 
the Atlantic to take part in meet- 
ings, meetings, and more meetings 
to facilitate the shared realization 
of this global project. 

Hiccups 
In preparation for going on-line, 
most of Elsevier's trade agents and 
major accounts were made aware 
of the project in advance in order 
to smooth the transition and pre- 
pare them for possible glitches in 

the system. This task fell to 
Goudsmit and Antoinette Knight. 
In spite of extensive testing prior 
to going on-line, the true test of 
the system would be the actual 
live use by external clients and 
interdepartmental interaction. 
Goudsmit summed up his part of 
the task as follows, "...when you 
bring large systems together ... 
although it should work more effi- 
ciently than having five different 
systems ... there are always initial 
hiccups. So one of the problems is 
that we had to announce this in a 
positive way." Of course, one of the 
positive things he notes is, "...that 
from a customer's point of view ... 
they don't have to order in five dif- 
ferent places but they can actually 
go to one place, the closest RSO 
office." 

Centralized Fulfilment and 
Accounts Receivable have been 
on-line since March, when books 
"went live." Since then, snags 
encountered when books went on- 
line, have been corrected. Those 
experiences were valuable in pre- 
venting some of the same mistakes 



. From there the cus- 

excellent already, and incredibly 
efficient." 

Where do we go 
from here? 
With the books and journals on- 
line, bugs being de-bugged, 
invoices being sent, data being 
eathw, and all systems go, it is 
temgting $0 see the creation of CF 
as the end of the F&D project. In 
reellty. khat is not quite true. 
GaUdsmlt expmsed it best when 
he said. "the funny thing is ... there 
Is never an end to it, in a sense, 
You want to krrm what happens 
next'~oywma\khomdtr#sta~e 
where the t q W p  i$ then snd live, 
m the nsra*ahern. Haw can you 
d w  ;dre problems and that sort of 
t h i w  It simply seems to go on 
and on and on." 

One of those ongoing projects 
Is the development of whar is cur- 
rent$ belng called the "New 
System" for the eventual replace- 
ment of the interim system by 
more 
tives. 

modular set of systems - is intend- continued fine-tuning of the 
ed to provide even more flexibility process throughout the life of the . 
than the interim system can sus- CF operation. In the words of ESl's 
tain. In addition to handling tradi- Barry Glassberg, "In the post go- 
tional products, the new system live environment, CF is not yet a 
will be designed to handle growing well oiled machine, but we are get- 
electronic product lines and sub- ting there." 
scriptions over the World Wide The implementation and devel- 
Web. opment of Centralized Fulfilment 

Interfaces are In place or under is one of the biggest undertakings 
construction to link the cmmliaed in recent ES history. "The -&D 
fulfilment systems wtth the reorganization is important and 
Electronic Warehouse, production significant partly because it is the . 
tracking systems, and 61s (Sales first project which really affected 
Information System) to create the existing operation and how dif- 
infonnatbn interchm that will ferent departments related to each 
.cope with the dcrnwds of all user other," revealed Boswood:"lhe 
groups. Rtc naw qstem must pm- CAP Project also did that, but per- 

of the Web. to each other." In essence, 
Plans are also und~wtty to add ation of the RS6s and ndCF.has 

didates for centralization in t997 companies. B 

ESW l~omnkr 
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for about a year and a half, until Lynne asked 
an her publ~shlng career at the Herman Spruijt for his advice. He told her, "just 
of Chicago Press, after graduating do it." After more consideration, she made the 

move. 
"But it like a Nike commercial," says 

Lynne. Within months she found herself in a 
learning a new language, married 

rst time, with three stepchildren. 
"I underestimated the culture shock -- the 

approach to work, family and society is different 
- here," she says with a laugh, then adds. "The 

move to Holland has been extremety positive. It 
publishing business. has broadened my outlook." Lynne's first 

ion of Holland was that it is a lot like 
the States, but after four years she recognizes 
and appreciates the subtle differences between 

the two countries. 

And The 
Busin- P-* 
The publishing business is about growth. Much 

tract from university presses. "I liked having of Lynne,s work is to identify areas of growth 
for the unit, With product managers she 
looks for ways to optimize their existing prod- 
ucts, develop new ones, and answer crucial 

S such as: how do we improve our 

job. She worked for Grune G Stratton 
of WB Saunders CO) and then for 

of CD-ROMs called Ekevier's Gynecologic Surgery, a 
complete reference work on major surgery and 
its complications for practicing and trainee 
gynecologists. "Our experience pioneering 

m p e r s o n a l  life changed when Ekevier's Interactive Analoty in 1991 and 1990 has 
r future husband Louis Akkermans, been invaluable in developing this new series," 

It was a time of ihdecision. The talks went on 

C- and vice preside1 
I llau drwa)rS wanted to 

In due to its fine 8eputationA 
z g h t  years with theh were v 

Just Dn ;+ -'1 
After 1989J 

pr" L" r. l 

nation i$ 

Lynne was also involved in the acquisition 
of the European journal of Cardio-thoracic Surgery. 
currently published by Springer-Verlag. And last 
year the unit acquired Cardiovascular Research, an 
official publication of the European Society of 
Cardiology, and the European Journal of 
Agronomy, the journal of the European Society 
for Agronomy. 'We are constantly looking for 
opportunities to take over journals from the 
competition, and to work more closely with 
societies," she says. 

Challenges Ahead 
Lynne anticipates big changes in the next Few 
years. "Elsevier is facing challenges. Growth is a 
generic problem in publishing. With loss of sub- 
scribers and price resistance, how can we main- 
tain economic growth and meet the challenge 
of (new technology) publishing?" 

Lynne continues, "The process is enormous 
for this company and it means taking risks." She 
adds. "To meet the challenges, there must be a 
willingness to tolerate mistakes and value risk 
takers." Accomplished and experienced. Lynne 
Herndon has proven herself a consummate risk 
taker and is no doubt ready for the next set of 
challenges with the global restructuring of 

elsevier Science. W 
Tony Garcla 



elsevler after-hours 

Keeping the 
Peace in Tokyo 

Seiya! ! 

Seiya! ! 

Everybody 
costume; the Happl coat worn wlth an Obl ? ' 

(belt), a Hachimaki (hair band, made fryn 

and carrying the Mikoshi, cotton towel), and mbl (tradltlonal socks) 
&ally each community has a costume with a 

nt color or imprint and the name of the 

the portable shrine, on the munity prlnted on the back of their Happl 

1 

shoulders. The atmosphere 
U anda M a t s ~ ~ r i  is one of the three 

largest historical festivals in lapar 

is electric with t the Edo This per iod particular more than festival 300 years was starteo ago. At 
that t ime, the governments (shoguns) estab- 
lished their kingdoms i n  Edo (currently Tokyo) excitement, and governed japan. 

The style of this festival is said t o  imitate 
the Gion Matsuri i n  Kyoto during the Heian 

11 Hei 11 era, which was celebrated to  destroy plagues 

0 0  • • and suppress evil spirits. The floats are beauti- 
fully prepared i n  the spirit of competit ion. As 
well, the Kanda Matsuri is held to  keep the 

ei!! Hei!! Hei!! peace of the ,,Uiiko," those under the protec- 
t ion of the blessed Kanda shrine deity. 



The Kanda Matsuri generally continues for 
seven days, this year it was held from 9-15 
May The first evening started when three spir- 
its In the Kanda shrine were transferred to the 
three special Mikoshis in the dark The next 
evening, 200 different sized Ujiko Mikoshis 
from 108 Ujiko communities were given deity 
spirits, and then the whole Kanda area of 
Tokyo was enveloped in an atmosphere of fes- 
tival. 

On I I May beginning at 8 o'clock in the 
morning, there was a parade containing three 
Kanda deity spirits which toured around the 
whole Kanda area The total number of partici- 
pants was more than 300 About the same 
time, each Ujiko community started carrying 
the Uiiko Mikoshis around their community to 
present the given deity spirits as a gift to the 
people in the community. 

1 joined one of these communities, the 
Doho-cho. A friend of mine works for a 
company located in the Doho-cho, therefore, 
the company donated money and people for 
the Doho-cho participation. First, we gathered 
at the office where the chairperson greeted us, 
and in the usual Japanese custom we clapped 
our hands in twos and sevens to encourage 

Akihabara the famous 'electric town" All the 
Ujiko Mikoshis and parades were supposed to 
gather in Akihabara around 18 00 Carrying* 
Mikoshi we headed for Akihabara, show- 
"Seiya, Seiya, Seiya! The closer we got to 
Akihabara, the more other Ujiko Mikoshis fron 
other communities could be seen, and 
atmosphere became energetic and lively. 

There was a large audience, about 300,000 
ourselves And then shouting Seiya, Seiya. people, to watch the highlight of that day. Thi! 
Seiya! Hei, Hei, Hei! After feeling encouraged long m a d e  consisted of several kinds of 
we went outside and, instructed by the leader, Mikoshls and many floats which were decorat- 
began lifting the Mikoshi on our shoulders in a ed to imitate the MeU$priod style and 
wavy pattern We patted the bar, lifted it up ried or accompanied by the people who 
and down, and cheered dressed In the Heian period costumes. In total 

We carried the Mikoshi through the com- there W& more than 1000 participants. 
munity, sprinkling the spirit to the people parade was surprisingly beautiful 
Here and there we stopped for special cere- . In all honesty, I did not expect 
monies We placed the Mikoshi in front of vari- su nd  dramatic event although I have 
ous shops, companies, or houses in the CO more than 20 years. 
munity, and were greeted and served food and r the long walk, our legs should have 
drink We rested for a few minutes, then col wearing unfamiliar shoes, and 
tinued to the next stop shoulders stiff from carrying the 

When we started from my friend's office, ikoshi. However, we were not 
we did not look like people who really to have participated in the 
belonged to the festival. We were e o m e t e  famous Kanda Matsuri. At 20:30 we finally 
strange9 t o  each other, and we had_ the aura of returned to the community office, and ended 
"Tokyo kok (modern people).  er a few the day in the usual manner, clapping our 
hours, all of us b m e  %do ko*' (natives of hands in twos and sevens. We were very tired, 
Edo). We (including me!) looked a s  if we were and yet felt something very special. I was real- 
born in the Edo period. ~ n k n o e l ~ ,  we ly happy that l had participated in the Kanda 
became entirely aiporbed in the ~ncredible Matsuri. . 
energy of this festilal. say, "Well, i8 is The festival continued for the next four 
because of the Kanda shrine's spiritual mys days, and ended with a solemn ceremony 
tery! The deity spirit has entered'gto each ) when all the representatives of " J i b  gathemi 
you, which gave you energy and happiness 
and togetherness." 

Around 16:30, we started moving toward 

Eswluovurkr- *S 



I podiu 

Science in 1981 as  head 

of ESPRIS, now BIC 

(Business Information 

Centre) Me otherwise 

known as  The Library 

Valerie Ainscough 

worked in many 

libraries and 

information services: 

industrial, research, 

public, academic, 

company, and charity. 

As  the life of ES is so 

closely tied up with the 

library world, Valerie 

thought you might like 

to take a peep behind 

the scenes to get some 

idea of what life is like 

in these institutions we 

all work so hard to 

serve 

- - , . . . . - . - . . m  - . .  

nts. After several month of idleness, and 
is not something that one aspires to many family arguments later, I decided that I 
from childhood. Librarianship had would have to find myself a job, taking care that 

never been on my list of possible careers. I was 
just aiming at being finished with school, and 
that was ambition enough. Thus, having no 
clear plan for the future, and still being pretty 
young, it was decided that I should go to uni- 
versity with the hope that by the time I got out, 
I'd have more idea about what I wanted to do. 
So off I went and at first it was pleasant 
enough. But I had a romantic attachment with 
someone who lived hundreds of miles away and 
soon all the lectures and essays started to get 
in the way. Only one thing for it, I quit. 

Now parents are not too happy when 
children are unemployed and so it was with my 

I still had enough time left for my private life. 
In the 1960s the employment scene was 

very different from nowadays. If you applied for 
a job you stood a fair chance of being success- 
ful. 1 applied for three jobs. One in floral deco- 
ration, one in advertising and one in the library 
of an industrial plant. The flower arrangers 
didn't want me. The office of the advertising 
firm was seedy looking and the boss even seed- 
ier. The library of the industrial plant was the 
best bet. And indeed, when I went there for the 
interview, I was well impressed with the magni- 
tude of the place and the enormous chimneys 
belching flames into the sky as they burnt off 

i I ESW Novomar 'M 



. I was tdld that if I took the job I 
to sign a secrecy agreement and at 
age this seemed like high-powered 
r'still, on Fridays they only worked 

and this gave me plenty of time 
down south! 
at I came into libraries. As you 

Ik, my career was born of a passion, 
not, it must be stated, a passion for 

more ado, I will begin! First 
e reminiscences from the industrial 

bes the claustrophobic society of Castle 

on who can iecall how, and when, to 
these rituals is the Castle Librarian. 

east, in the academic and compeny 1 

the 1960s) was the binding of peri- 
November each year the person In 
riodicals was already beginning to 

ith impatience. January to 
of each periodical were round: 
public view, and placed in the. 

m t? their pre-binding phase. There is a 
i'ence involved #@-which peri- 

publishes its title page, and in which 
he previous volume's index is to be 
. A!! this knowledge was stirred into action 
November. F 

'Oncethe December issues arrived it was all 
Lms go and over the next few months, as 
t pages, indexes and missing issues arrived, 
neatly bundled piles of journals 
appeared to the Binders. 
It was always a mfstery to me why these 
rnals, at the height of their readability, were 

ular answers to requests. I think someone 
~ld make a name for themselves by writing an 
icle on The Impact of Library Binding Rituals on 
Citation Patterns of Scholarly Journals. 

the company library where I worked bind- 
s an important, time-consuming, and 

y part of the library's activities. They had 
ys used a highly-competent but slow and 

ive Binder. The boss thought it was time 
someone cheaper and so we looked 
and found a firm who, though they 

weren't primarily binders, thought they could do 
the job, and they were, indeed, inexpensive. The 
journals were sent off and we waited. We waited 
qwite a long time ... and then we waited some 
more. 

Eventually, many abusive phone calls later, 
the van returning them rolled up. Relief and 
eager anticipation. The van drow off. We began 
unpacking them, chatting about this and that. 
Suddenly -- silence! We stared in disbelief. 
Some of the journals conmad oGseveral vol- 
umes for one year, which consisted of many 
thousands of pages, but no attempt had been 
made to split them into volumes. If the journal 
issues were from 1962 (no matter how many 
volumes there were in that year) they were all 
bound inside one cover. Some of the bound vol- 
umes were half a meter long! It took two of us 
to lift them out of the boxes and put them onto 
the shelves. They looked totally ridiculous! They 
were impossible to read. It was antisocial even 
to try to read t h h  as they protruded onto the 
other person's reading space. The prospective 
readers were hysterical with laughter. Any 
attempt at serious scientific research was ruled 
out. 

There was nothing for it but to pack them 
up again, and send them off to our usual binder 
to see what could be salvaged. We did, however, 
keep one of the most ridiculous exampies to 
remind us to think twice in the Mur&iefore we 
embarked on rigorous cost cutting ventures. 

New Technol~ 
The sixties were the years B ww the begin- 
nings of automation and &nological change 
in many Ilbmles. Befwe computers really 
caught hokl t h  was a time when the libraries 
were nudgiq towards automation, oken in the 
form of punched cards. These cards could 
sometimeis be sorted by a machine and you 
bought them pre-punched. There were also the 
mt that could be punched by hand, either 
around the edge or in the body of the card 
itself. We used this latter variety. 

What happened was as follows. Each docu- 
ment you wanted to classify was given a num- 
ber. The large punch cards looked a bit like 
graph paper, ruled into tiny squares. Each card 
stood for a subject. If you wanted to classify an 
article on (say) electronic publishing you took 
out the card marked "electronic" and the card 
marked "publishing" and with a qsall wnch 
punched out the number of the article in each 
of them. Thus, in the future, when you wanted 
articles on "electronic publishing* you took out 
those two cards again, put them up against one 
another, and where the light shone through 
those document numbers were on the subject 

you wanted. Simple, and high tech in those 
days. - 1 d 

We badaspecial punch designed to punch :7; 
out the troiar Ilnd, in general, the system 

when there were too mat$, 5 
her and large lumps of 

card fell out. 
But we whn, nonetheless, proud of the sys- 

tem and it was decided that as a publicity W- 
cise we would get an artkle written about ft. OR 
the allotted day the person who was to wr&t 
the story rolled up complete wlth c a m .  We;," 
all stood around chatting to him and then the 
boss did the interview proper. We lined up,thk 
miserable little punch ready to have its photo - 
taken. It was about the size of a stapler end a 

without any noteworthy features Me & 
pher said he'd rather one of us was on the p b  
tograph. He said rather me thah my boss , + ; 

I sat down at the 

Wourd brs apding  up 
the punch. Then he sai&stan 
punch, lift my head up and smile into the* 
era. He kept on snapping pictqres tn 
ture but eventually he was satisfied. 

We eagerly awaited the issue with QP 
in it. We turned to the page. The intervkw 
up a mere four or five lines. It was mostly all, 
picture a d t h e  picture wasmostly aH me. 

top half of my body. My head wa 
and I was laughine This had not 
our library story. This was more I 

photo enlarged for their office wall. But It was 
the caption that really made me feel bethy& . 
Under the photograph, in large, bold letters 
were the words "Keeping Abreast of 
Technology " H 
~h'-, ESNL 



Elsevier ~ransitibns 
ESBV 

Plays the Effective 1 January 1997 Karen 
Hunter has been appointed senior 
vice president with responsibility for 

Field Publisher and Library Relations. 
Succeeding Karen, Peter Nientker 
will join ESBV as group director of 
Strategic Planning & Development. 

3r many years now Elsevier's sportive honor has been defended in the Hans Brinckman, formerly head of 
rAmsterdam Company Field Hockey League. This league contains some 9C Market Intelligence, has been 

weekday evenings on lit fields. 
Among our competitors there are other large companies like KLM, ING 

Eight years ago, we only had one mixed team (nine men and two 

taurnament took place last June, and once again we had a terrific day. 
One of the great things about this Eisevier team is the fact that you play 

with people working in all parts of the company; not only Elseviet Science bu 
also Bonaventura and the Holding. 

Although we have been playing with two enthusiastic teams for six years 
now, we can always use fresh blood. Don't be afraid that the level is too hig 
(it isn't!). Or that it is too low (it isn?), it is just right and absolute fun! If you 
would like to play, please contact lngrid van de Stadt (#485-3385) or Kees J 
de Korwr (#485-2702). Hope to hear from you. W Welcome to Burt Totaro who has 
Ingrid van de Stadt, ESNL been appointed as vice president 

and general manager of Science 
Direct reporting directly to Russell 
White, Jaron Krellenstein as cor- 
porate counsel, and Jack Rogers 
who has been hired as acquisitions 
editor in the Physical Science 
Journals Group. In the Medical 
Science II division, both editor Linda 
Gruner and editorial manager 
Joshua Spieler have been promot- 
ed to acquisitions editor. Within SPD 
Jennifer O'Neill has been promot- 
ed to assistant publishing editor. 

Leavers include acquisitions editors 
Charles lrowbridge, Andrew 
Berln, and Heather Joseph- 
Dalterio; manager of Customer 
Services Agnes Impellittiere; SPD 
associate director Sales & New 
Distribution Geoffrey Worton, and 
senior accountant Patricia Castle. 

Some members of the Elsevier Hockey Team - Tbp row: Dop Kruimel, I 
Benber Kruimel, Dorine Hermans (Elsevier's weekblad), Maqot Poll ESL 
(NRC), Wendela Sanders (ES), Maggie MacCoquodale (ES). 

' Kidlington 
Bottom row: kgrid van de Stadt (ES), Tatiana Fischer (ES), Ellen director Michael 
(ES), Maureen Alma (ES), Marchje ten Hoope Boswood has left the company to 

pursue other business opportunities. 
In the interim Frans Visscher will 
take over all responsibilities for this 
post. 
Starters include Nicola Chainey as 
senior marketing manager in Life 
Sciences, and Mark Lester as 
market development manager in 
Engineering & Technology. 

Diane Cogan was promoted to 
publisher of Social Sciences. Former 
EAT publisher Nick Baker has 
become associate director of 
Planning. Geo Abstracts's Sally 
Stone has been appointed market 
development manager in 
Kidlington's Earth and 
Environmental Sciences Department. 
Allison Tame has been promotec 
to marketing production manager 
and Rachel Cox to marketing prc 
duction coordinator. 

Within the Central Fulfilment 
Department Becky Ponting has 
been promoted as executive assis- 
tant to Tim Devenport, Central 
Fulfilment director. lrene Coombs 
has taken over the role of Special 
Invoicing manager along with her 
other duties in Book 
PublishingJProduct Maintenance. 
June Kich, manager of Stock 
Control and Label Production, will in 
addition take on some of the 
responsibilities of Distribution 
Operations manager David Phillips 
who has left the company. Paul 
Morrissey has been appointed as 
Help Desk Team leader and 
Christine Rankin as Help Desk 
administrator. 

Leavers include market development 
manager Lisette Cleyndert, senior 
marketing manager Melanle 
Breeze, marketing production man- 
ager Helen Kendrick, market infor- 
mation officer Juliet Miles, 
Advertising Department secretary 
Lira Noble, and EES team manager 
Sue Thomas at Mayfield House. 

Congratulations to senior publishing 
editor Sammye Haigh who accept- 
ed an offer to become a member of 
the Advisory Board for the top-rated 
executive journal - The Academy of 
Management Executive. 



nt. Off~ce administrator 
Havenga has left the 

SNL Amsterdam 
n$ Visscher's interim 
ities at ESL, Gwr t  
will in turn be the interim 

nzen and Tina 
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n outsowced to the distribution 

REGIONAL SALES 
OFFICES 

RSOManagement 
Robert van Veelen finalized his 
assignment as consultant Marketing 
& Sales on 1 September. In light of 
this, ESI president Russell White, 
appointed as group director of 
Marketing Services & Sales as of 1 
January 1997, has taken immediate 
control over the responsibilities of 
the management of the RSOs. 

RSOIEurope 
Formerly from the Exhibitions 
Department at ESL, Mary Garrity 
has been appointed as in-house 
sales coordinator. Out of the former 
Order Fulfilment Department 
Monique Berkhof has become the 
customer support manager. 

RSO/Americas 
Joining the RSO Sales force are in- 
house sales manager Michael 
Wadman, account managers Marc 
Taylor and Douglas Mersten, and 
IT support manager Emeka 
Akaezuma. 

R$O/SOngapore 
Welcome to two new additions to 
the Singapore office; Serene Siew 
who will be responsible for IT sup- 
port and Help Desk, and Jenell Tan 
taking over as departmental secre- 
tary from Veronica Neo who has 
left the company. 

Milestones 
30 Years 
Joke Jaarsma Amsterdam 

20 Years 
Joe Andres Springhouse 
Jesse Andriese Amsterdam 
Anne Bulgin Kidlington 
lrene Coombs Kidlington 
Agnes Fitzgerald Shannon 
Jos Fransen Amsterdam 
Marijcke Haccou Amsterdam 
Annette Moloney Shannon 
Christopher Pote Kidlington 
Hilda Somekh-Hakham 

Amsterdam 

people file I 
Maureen Twaig Amsterdam 
Dirk Wardenier Meppel 

I 5  Years 
John Edginton Kidlington 
Margaret Pavin New York 

10 Years 
Anneke Algra Amsterdam 
Margot Berkvens-Kramer 

Amsterdam 
Andre Boersma Amsterdam 
Tina Bonanno Tarrytown 
Linda Bonney Kidlington 
Myarca Bonsink-Paulus Meppel 
Jan Willem ter Brugge Meppel 
Willem Franssen Amsterdam 
Jacquelien Brand Meppel 
Betty Dougherty Springhouse 
leva Eland Mayfield House 
Patricia Ewers Kidlington 
Dolores Fallon Springhouse 
Jose Garcia New York 
Henk Greuter Amsterdam H aving worked for 40 years with 

Carol Harris Kidl~nqton Elsevier Science, Jan de Waal 

lan Hawley  idl ling ton 
Beverly Holstein-Bennett 

Amsterdam 
Caroline Horan Kidlington 
Walter IJsselmuiden Amsterdar 
Astrid Kenter Amsterdam 
Harry Knol Amsterdam 
Fred Kop Amsterdam 
Caroline Kraaijveld Amsterdam 
Susanne Krebber Meppel 
Hans Koren Meppel 
Maria Lavender Kidlington 
Rachel Loweth Cambridge 
Angie Milne Kidlington 
Peter Niessen Amsterdam 
Gerald Oreel Amsterdam 
Meta Ottevanger Amsterdam 
Mark Purvis Kidlington 
Andrew Palmer Kidlington 
Gillian Rands Cambridge 
Rene de Ridder Amsterdam 
Margot Russell New York 
Joanna Sackey Amsterdam 
Robert Searle Kidlington 
Joan Self Exeter 
Linda Sipasulta-Belmon 

Amsterdam 
Hein Slief Amsterdam 
Kate Smith Kidlington 
Carol Stevens Kidlington 
Elisabeth Stone Kidlington 
Henriette Tersteeg-Visser 

Amsterdam 
Paula Thomas Kidlington 
Joyce Vlietstra Amsterdam 
Samantha Ward Kidlington 
Wouter Wiggelaar Amsterdam 
Andrew Wright Kidlington 

ESW m k r  

I 
decided to take early retirement and 
leave the company last September. 

He started his career in 1956 in 
books warehouse, and made his 
up via the Hollerith administra- 

tion into the computer era. From 
1976 on he worked installing fulfil- 

ent systems in the various 
locations and by doing so helped to 
create a basis for the integration of 
the fulfilment department which 
took place in Kidlington this year. In 
the 70s he designed and developed 
the first claim administration mod- 
ules and the first refereeing system 
(the BBA system). In the last few 
years Jan - together with his depart- 
ment - coordinated the support on 
the Amsterdam Vista System. 

In his life after ES, Jan is paying 
more attention to his roles in the 
Oostzaan Society and as chairman of 
the lacal Rabobank, and taking care 
of the administration demands of his 
local church. In his farewell speech 
in September he expressed the over- 
all positive feelings about his life at 
Elsevier Science and wished ES all 
the best for the exciting future to J 

come. Jan, thank you and good 
ck. H 




